By Nancy Burkhart

There is a face on the Exempla St. Joseph Hospital staff that will look familiar to viewers who are tuned into NBC-TV’s “American Gladiators.” The face is that of 41-year-old Dr. Adam Hill who works on patients in the emergency room, and also (works) on his opponents on “American Gladiators.”

When the TV show first appeared during its 1989-1996 run, Hill was a medical school student, so although he wanted to try out, he just didn’t have the time. But his excitement for competition was piqued again when try-outs for the show were scheduled in Boulder.

“I’m sort of the Aotypical contestant,” Hill explained. “Most contestants are cops or firefighters who stay in shape and have high energy. Medicine is high energy, but I’ve never been a risk taker. I think it’s the purity of the competition. No one has any advantage in any event. It’s pure athleticism. When the show came back this year, my wife, Annie, encouraged me to try out in Boulder.

“I waited in line 10 hours. I called my wife at 8 ½ hours, and said, ‘This is ridiculous.’ She told me to stay.”

The try-outs included pull-ups and an obstacle course, followed by interviews. There were multiple call-backs, and the final call came about a month later.

“They didn’t say why they chose me,” Hill said. “One of the many contracts says they don’t have to tell you. I suspect part of it was the charity thing, part the age thing, part of it the career thing, and part of it the father thing. I’m older, still fit, and I have a job.”

Hill, a Stapleton resident, is the father of three children: Noah, 8 years; Luke, 5; and Leah, 4.

“I was playing for the St. Joseph Hospital Foundation, a charity that funds indigent care in Denver,” Hill said. “I see it every day, with people unable to pay for treatment.”

“American Gladiators” pits competitors against each other and the gladiators. Each person competes against another contender. Both contenders run athletic events against the gladiators. The object is to score as many points as possible against the gladiators. The point spread between the contenders determines the handicap in the final event, which is the eliminator.

The eliminator is an obstacle course which involves no gladiators. A competitor runs only against the other contender. Whoever is ahead in points gets a head start. To advance to the next round, a competitor has to have one of the top six spots out of the 20 contenders. And, he has to beat the other contender in the eliminator.

“The training to get in shape for it was utterly amazing,” Hill said. “It was quite a consuming undertaking.”

What is the payoff? Nothing for the loser. However, the contender who wins the whole thing takes home $100,000 and a new car.

Unfortunately, on (continued on page 5)
Concert goers dance during the Judge Roughneck performance at Northfield last summer.

CALENDAR
Events in or near Stapleton that are free and open to the public.
(Additional events listed on pages 10-11.)

JULY

Every Thursday in July & Aug.
Northfield Stapleton Concerts (see p. 3 & 11)
6 – 8:30pm [www.northfieldstapleton.com]
Friday, July 4
Stapleton 4th of July Parade, Central Park 10am
Friday, July 18
Kyley for Life, Founders’ Green, Stapleton
Saturday, July 19
Stapleton Communitywide Garage Sale
8am - 1pm (see page 9)
Saturday, July 19
Dinner & Libby Family Picnic
Fred Thomas Park 4 – 8pm (see page 5)
Saturday, July 19
2nd Annual Stapleton Garden Tour 10am-4pm
Free; locations to be posted stapletononline.com
Sunday, July 20
City Park Festival of the Arts (see page 7)
Monday, July 21
SCFD Free Day Denver Botanic Gardens
(720-865-3500, www.botanicgardens.org)

MONTHLY MEETINGS

Monthly
New Stapleton Resident Orientation
[Call 303.288.0724 for date & location]
Every Tuesday
Stapleton Rotary Club – Noon
Stapleton Radisson Plaza Hotel
3333 Quebec St [Michael@KearnsTeam.com]
Every Tuesday
AA Open Discussion Meeting – 7:30pm
MCA Community Room, 2823 Ruslyn Street
[joe ma at 303 912 7075]
Every Wednesday
Weekly Wedders, BluBluff Lake Nature Center
9am-12pm [303 945 6717]
3rd Tuesday
Stapleton Business Assoc. 8am
Call for Location [303.393.7700]
1st Wednesday
1st Wednesday Home-based businesses
[StapletonLife.com – most mornings 10:30am - 1pm]
2nd Wednesday
Old numbered meeting
SUN Transportation Committee 6:30pm
MCA Conference Room, 2823 Ruslyn St.
[stapletonneighbors@msn.com]
3rd Thursday
Stapleton Citizens Advisory Board Mtg
Stapleton Development Corp (SDC)
7350 East 29th Ave. – 7:30– 9am
[SDC 303.393.7700]
4th Thursday
SUN Board Meeting – 6:30pm
MCA Community Room
2823 Roslyn Street
[stapletonneighbors@msn.com]
2nd Saturday
NE Denver/Park Hill MS Self-Help & Support Group, Dept. 2 Police Station
10:15-11:45am – 3821 Holly St.
[Lillie 303-329-0619]

MONTHLY EVENTS

Every Sunday through Sept.
Stapleton Farmers Market 8:30am – 12:30pm
[www.coloradofreshmarkets.org]
Every Sunday through Aug.
Free class at Core Power Yoga 4pm
7485 E. 29th Place [303-377-7444]
Every Sunday July 6 - Aug. 3
Jazz in City Park 6 – 8pm [www.CityParkjazz.org]
Selected Fridays
Movies on the Green at Stapleton
Approx. 8pm (see listings below)
Selected Saturdays
Concerts on the Green at Stapleton
Approx. 6:30 – 8pm (see listings below)
1st Saturday
Bluff Lake Birders, Nature Center – 7-9am
[BluffLakeNatureCenter.org]
2nd & 4th Thursdays thru Sep.
Fireside Chats, 6pm Members free; Non-members $1
www.blufflakenaturecenter.org/firesidechats08.htm
Last Saturday
Sweet William Market (through Sept.)
9am - 2pm, Founders’ Green, Stapleton
info@sweetwilliammarket.com

Movies and Concerts at Founders’ Green
Bring blankets and coolers. Sponsored by The Stapleton MCA and Forest City Stapleton.

Movies (Approx. 8pm)
Friday July 11th: The Conversation
Friday August 8th: Carnivous George
Friday August 22nd: Horton Hears a Who
Concerts 6:30 - 8pm
Saturday July 12th: Legendary Numbers
Saturday August 2nd: Something Underground
Saturday August 16th: Open Gate Band

JULY

The Stapleton Front Porch LLC is published by Forest City Stapleton, Inc., 7351 E. 29th Avenue, Denver, CO 80238. A minimum of 35,000 papers are printed. The free paper is distributed during the first week of each month to homes and businesses in Stapleton, Park Hill, Lowry , Montclair and Mayfair.

303.399.1488
3055 Fosslyn Street, Suite 260
Denver, CO 80238

Dr. Carrie Dougherty
Stapleton Dental is a state of the art dental practice. We put you and your family first, and promise a level of comfort and service seldom experienced at the dentist. Now offering early morning and Friday tours. Schedule an appointment today.
StapletonDental.com
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DANCE
LIKE NOBODY’S WATCHIN’.

STAPLETON
PRESENTS A SUMMER CONCERT SERIES
2008

LIVE MUSIC
Every Thursday
6:00-8:30 p.m.
ALL SUMMER LONG
A fun, open-air shopping experience now comes with a soundtrack.

JULY

3rd - Pan Jumbies
10th - Conjunto Colores
17th - Nacho Men
24th - Judge Roughneck & The Trampolines
31st - Jakarta

AUGUST

7th - Hazel Miller
14th - Wendy Woo
21st - Chris Daniels
28th - Opie Gone Bad

The Shops at NORTHRIDGE
Proudly Sponsored By:
Green
COLORADO

Stapleton Front Porch
northfieldstapleton.com
303-375-5464
Some 15,000 press people from around the world will be in Denver writing stories to represent a major party in Barak Obama. More Fortune 500 companies. We are making history with the first African American three times our size (New York) with many because, “We were competing against a city billionaire,” she laughed.

Then it was just New York City and us. It was me vs. the Mayor of New York, who is a billionaire,” she laughed.

Thus, when Democratic Party Chairman Howard Dean was at a Denver event, Wedgeworth raised her hand to say, “If Denver can host the Pope and world leaders, we can host the convention.”

Denver was one of 35 cities to sign letters of intent to indicate interest. Then, Denver was one of 11 cities asked to submit bids.

“It was a total grassrootseffort,” Wedgeworth said. “We raised the money without taking city money. It took 2 months to make 600 bid books that weighed 15 lbs. each. “Denver started winning blog polls. Then it was just New York City and us. It was me vs. the Mayor of New York, who is a billionaire,” she laughed.

There were site visits. “They were meeting with me here and Barbara Walters in New York,” Wedgeworth said, noting that her own background as a neighborhood activist and volunteer was up against the television-famous Walters.

On January 12, 2007, Wedgeworth got the call that Denver had snagged the convention. She hopes it will lead to more conventions and meetings for Denver that will boost the economy. The 2008 Democratic National Convention will bring Denver an estimated $160 million to $200 million in direct spending.

Convention attendees will visit cultural facilities and shop in areas like downtown Denver, restaurants, “she said.

"We're going to see how we can utilize the convention that will ever happen, including green initiatives with hotels, vendors and restaurants,” she said.

The convention has attracted more volunteers than any city ever has attracted, according to Wedgeworth. About 26,000 people signed up, including nearly 9,000 from out of state.

"We're going to see how we can utilize everyone in some way,” Wedgeworth said. "In 1908, Denver 20,000 residents wore buttons saying ‘Ask me.’ In 2008, all these people, including seniors and people of color are helping with this initiative. This is a great commitment from volunteers.”

Excerpts were published in the July 2008 edition of Stapleton Front Porch.

By Nancy A. Buekner

Former City Councilwoman Elbra Wedgeworth has been influenced by political history, but now she has the opportunity to influence politics, herself.

The 2008 Democratic National Convention is coming to Denver August 25-28 because Wedgeworth saw that it was the right time for Denver to be the venue. “We’re an urban city now,” Wedgeworth explained. “Denver is ready to be on the world stage."

She started thinking about convention possibilities for Denver in 2005. “I knew the city had submitted bids before, but we didn’t have the hotel rooms, and we didn’t have the Pepsi Center,” she said. “It would be 180 years since the last political convention that we had in 1908. I said, ‘This is the time to do it.’ I felt it in my heart and soul.”

Then, when Democratic Party Chairman Howard Dean was at a Denver event, Wedgeworth raised her hand to say, “If Denver can host the Pope and world leaders, we can host the convention.”

Denver was one of 35 cities to sign letters of intent to indicate interest. Then, Denver was one of 11 cities asked to submit bids.

"It was a total grassrootseffort," Wedge - worth said. "We raised the money without taking city money. It took 2 months to make 600 bid books that weighed 15 lbs. each. "Denver started winning blog polls. Then it was just New York City and us. It was me vs. the Mayor of New York, who is a billionaire," she laughed.

There were site visits. “They were meeting with me here and Barbara Walters in New York,” Wedgeworth said, noting that her own background as a neighborhood activist and volunteer was up against the television-famous Walters.

On January 12, 2007, Wedgeworth got the call that Denver had snagged the convention. She hopes it will lead to more conventions and meetings for Denver that will boost the economy. The 2008 Democratic National Convention will bring Denver an estimated $160 million to $200 million in direct spending. Convention attendees will visit cultural facilities and shop in areas like downtown Denver, restaurants, “she said.

"We’re going to see how we can utilize the convention that will ever happen, including green initiatives with hotels, vendors and restaurants,” she said.

The convention has attracted more volunteers than any city ever has attracted, according to Wedgeworth. About 26,000 people signed up, including nearly 9,000 from out of state.

"We’re going to see how we can utilize everyone in some way,” Wedgeworth said. "In 1908, Denver 20,000 residents wore buttons saying ‘Ask me.’ In 2008, all these people, including seniors and people of color are helping with this initiative. This is a great commitment from volunteers.”

Although the position of Democratic candidate for president has been greatly contested, Wedgeworth said that her position required her to remain neutral for fundraising purposes for the convention. Now that Barak Obama has been declared the party’s nominee, she looks forward to greeting him at the convention.
Dr. Gladiator

(continued from p. 1) The June 16 show, Hill lost to his contender, dance choreographer Mike Gambale, in the eliminator round. Hill was ahead during the entire competition, but lost to Gambale in the final moments of the elimination. The competition provides other non-monetary benefits though, Hill said. “I would tell my kids that there’s a lot of value in facing your fears and dealing with uncertainty,” he said. “Sometimes you can get the brass ring and it can be quite a ride.”

Hill is grateful to “American Gladiators” and NBC for giving him the opportunity to participate. He also is thankful to his friends and family as well as to his co-workers who covered his shifts while he worked on the show. His co-workers at St. Joseph’s showed Hill their support when they stole his hospital nametag and changed his name to “Dr. Gladiator.”

Challenge House Proceeds Fund Educational Programs

Officials from New Town Builders, Forest City Stapleton, Inc. and the Challenge Foundation recently broke ground on “Challenge House,” a home that will be built below normal cost using donated land, materials and labor, and sold at full market value to benefit the Challenge Foundation, whose primary goal is to help low-income students attend college.

The Challenge Foundation

The competition provides other non-monetary benefits though, Hill said. “I would tell my kids that there’s a lot of value in facing your fears and dealing with uncertainty,” he said. “Sometimes you can get the brass ring and it can be quite a ride.”

Hill is grateful to “American Gladiators” and NBC for giving him the opportunity to participate. He also is thankful to his friends and family as well as to his co-workers who covered his shifts while he worked on the show. His co-workers at St. Joseph’s showed Hill their support when they stole his hospital nametag and changed his name to “Dr. Gladiator.”

Join the Dining Guide!

The Front Porch Dining Guide runs six times a year— the next six guides will run in Sept. & Nov. ’08 & Jan., Mar., May & July ’09. Ads can start in any issue, but are sold as a one-year package (six times) for $300. Email advertising@fineprintco.com or call 303-333-0257.
Q. What is the future of the Old Airport Parking Structure? Will it be demolished? If not, can something be done to make it look better until (the) transit center moves to a (light rail) station? Why are the upper decks always closed?

A. The current plan is for the parking structure to be preserved to serve high density office/residential development in the area of the control tower once the market indicates that development could be successful. Until that time, it is unlikely any money will be invested in cosmetic changes. The upper decks are not open because the structure has not been maintained for that type of use.

Q. Why is Forest City opposed to co-locating the library and recreation center on the same piece of land?

A. Adding a library to the proposed recreation facility that was designed through a process conducted by the Park Creek Metropolitan District and the Stapleton Development Corporation (with substantial input from the community) would increase traffic and require additional land to be devoted to parking. That would also require the design work to be redone, adding more expense and delay to the project. Forest City believes a library site in the E.29th Avenue Town Center would be more appropriate.

Q. What are the locations for the library that are being looked at?

A. Forest City has proposed a site on Roslyn Street, just south of the pediatric medicine and dentistry building in the E. 29th Avenue Town Center. While there had been consideration by some city officials about co-locating a library in the planned recreation center, that proposal does not seem to have much support.

Q. What is the status of the 35th Avenue Bridge over Westerly Creek?

A. The 35th Avenue bridge is designed and approved, however, it cannot be built until Westerly Creek is realigned and grading completed from 33rd Ave north to the confluence with Sand Creek. While the design for this grading piece is being refined to fit within budget, the primary constraint to the work is coordination and completion of the environmental remediation that needs to occur in this portion of the creek and also completion of the remediation in the eastern portion of Filing 19. Residents should continue to use the MLK bridge, the 26th Ave bridge or the various trail connections to cross Westerly Creek.

Q. What is the timetable for the extension of the Westerly Creek Trail to the Sand Creek Trail?

A. The permanent trail connection is included in Westerly Creek North Phase 2 program, which is the realignment of the creek. It remains our intention to provide a temporary trail connection along the east edge of Filing 19 (west side of Westerly Creek, north of MLK Blvd.) once the environmental remediation of that parcel is complete. This trail connection would move periodically and be subject to closures during the course of construction which will be managed through our construction manager. (Infrastructure responses provided by Derek Brown, director of engineering for Forest City Stapleton, Inc.)

Q. When will the signs be updated that say development (commercial) at East Bridge will be coming in 2008? What is the process that Forest City uses to update the dates and information on signs in Stapleton?

A. The sign at the site of the planned East-bridge Town Center (between MLK Boulevard and 26th Drive at Geneva Ct.) reads “Opens Mid 2009.” That sign, like all “future use” signs around Stapleton, is for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon for any other reason as development plans are subject to change without notice. Signs are updated as new information about timeline becomes available—changes that are often the result of a slow and uncertain economy. Unless otherwise indicated responses provided by Tom Gleason, vice president public relations Forest City. Please send questions to TGleason@StapletonDenver.com.

Q. What is the future of the Old Airport Parking Structure? Will it be demolished? If not, can something be done to make it look better until (the) transit center moves to a (light rail) station? Why are the upper decks always closed?

A. The current plan is for the parking structure to be preserved to serve high density office/residential development in the area of the control tower once the market indicates that development could be successful. Until that time, it is unlikely any money will be invested in cosmetic changes. The upper decks are not open because the structure has not been maintained for that type of use.

Q. Why is Forest City opposed to co-locating the library and recreation center on the same piece of land?

A. Adding a library to the proposed recreation facility that was designed through a process conducted by the Park Creek Metropolitan District and the Stapleton Development Corporation (with substantial input from the community) would increase traffic and require additional land to be devoted to parking. That would also require the design work to be redone, adding more expense and delay to the project. Forest City believes a library site in the E.29th Avenue Town Center would be more appropriate.

Q. What are the locations for the library that are being looked at?

A. Forest City has proposed a site on Roslyn Street, just south of the pediatric medicine and dentistry building in the E. 29th Avenue Town Center. While there had been consideration by some city officials about co-locating a library in the planned recreation center, that proposal does not seem to have much support.

Q. What is the status of the 35th Avenue Bridge over Westerly Creek?

A. The 35th Avenue bridge is designed and approved, however, it cannot be built until Westerly Creek is realigned and grading completed from 33rd Ave north to the confluence with Sand Creek. While the design for this grading piece is being refined to fit within budget, the primary constraint to the work is coordination and completion of the environmental remediation that needs to occur in this portion of the creek and also completion of the remediation in the eastern portion of Filing 19. Residents should continue to use the MLK bridge, the 26th Ave bridge or the various trail connections to cross Westerly Creek.

Q. What is the timetable for the extension of the Westerly Creek Trail to the Sand Creek Trail?

A. The permanent trail connection is included in Westerly Creek North Phase 2 program, which is the realignment of the creek. It remains our intention to provide a temporary trail connection along the east edge of Filing 19 (west side of Westerly Creek, north of MLK Blvd.) once the environmental remediation of that parcel is complete. This trail connection would move periodically and be subject to closures during the course of construction which will be managed through our construction manager. (Infrastructure responses provided by Derek Brown, director of engineering for Forest City Stapleton, Inc.)

Q. When will the signs be updated that say development (commercial) at East Bridge will be coming in 2008? What is the process that Forest City uses to update the dates and information on signs in Stapleton?

A. The sign at the site of the planned East-bridge Town Center (between MLK Boulevard and 26th Drive at Geneva Ct.) reads “Opens Mid 2009.” That sign, like all “future use” signs around Stapleton, is for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon for any other reason as development plans are subject to change without notice. Signs are updated as new information about timeline becomes available—changes that are often the result of a slow and uncertain economy. Unless otherwise indicated responses provided by Tom Gleason, vice president public relations Forest City. Please send questions to TGleason@StapletonDenver.com.
The 8th Annual City Park Festival of the Arts will offer an arts and entertainment event from noon to 6:00 p.m. on Sunday, July 20, at Ferril Lake in City Park. Entertainment from rock and roll to salsa and from hip hop to swing will be a part of the day, along with dancers, poetry slams, martial arts and a Children’s Interactive Area, sponsored by The Children’s Hospital. Headliners include: Laura Reed and Deep Pocket, Johnny Romero and Cuervo Nation, Railroad St. Jazz West, Don & Gracie Batt, Sarah’s Dream Group, Mestizo dancers, Samtemu Addisu, New Denver Orchestra, Sarah Sings, Denver Municipal Jazz Band, Heritage African Drum and Dance Troupe, Slakjaw, and Closing Drum Circle with the Tai Chi Project.

More than 100 local artists, including long-time artists as well as first-time exhibitors and craftspeople, will display their work. For information, go to www.cityparkfestival.org or call Paul Weiss at 720-548-8934.

Longtime Denver artist Jessie DelBoos paints at the City Park Festival of the Arts.

July 20, Noon to 6pm
City Park Festival of the Arts to Feature Over 100 Local Artists

Photo by Chris Cabatbat
Stapleton resident and ophthalmologist Annie Hill examines the eyes of a Eurasian owl at the zoo’s annual fundraiser, Do at the Zoo, held on June 19th. (Dr. Annie Hill is married to Dr. Adam Hill, aka Dr. Gladiator — story on page 1.) Proceeds from the event will help construct Denver Zoo’s newest exhibit, Asian Tropics, a 10-acre conservation center devoted to highly-endangered Asian species including elephants, Indian rhinos and Malayan tapirs.

Do at the Zoo

Dolly, a 10,000 pound Asian elephant does exercises to help her lose some of the weight she gained over the winter.

The Chinese lion parade symbolizes the lion chasing away the evil spirits and welcoming good luck. The parade led guests to see the evening’s headline act, Starship with Mickey Thomas.

More than 2,150 people attended the Do at the Zoo. The event raised nearly $600,000 and this figure is matched by bond dollars, so the total raised for Asian Tropics is almost $1.2 million.

Who Is Looking at Who(m) at the Zoo?

Northfield’s La Sandia restaurant was one of 48 Denver restaurants that donated food for the zoo’s fundraiser. La Sandia manager Jared Schwartz offers dessert to guests.

Rian and Rajah, almost 10-year-old lion brothers, watch the spectators who were awaiting the lion feeding event.

Located in Stapleton, The Heirloom Collection homes are representative of the kind of craftsmanship that can be cherished and appreciated from generation to generation. Ruminations of Denver’s most beautiful historic architecture, these homes are a symbol of the city, and of John Laing Homes’ commitment to superior quality.

From the mid $400s, The Heirloom Collection is six all new, unique single family homes ranging from 2,205 to 2,625 square feet.

NEW MODELS NOW OPEN!

303-314-0873 Stapleton@johnlainghomes.com

The City Villas are also located in Stapleton.

Low maintenance homes priced from the mid $400s.

303-316-4112 Stapletonparks@johnlainghomes.com

MORE THOUGHT PER SQUARE FOOT

John Laing Homes

COUNTRY CLUB HIGHLANDS WESTMINSTER
Luxury Homes | 303-624-0482

VISTA RIDGE RESERVE
Luxury Homes | 303-771-6542

SOUTHBORO SE AURORA
Single family homes | 303-366-0328

STAPLETON
Denver
City Villas | 303-314-4112

Henderson Collection | 303-314-0873

RETRYS LAKE at
COLORADO GOLF CLUB
PARKER
Luxury Homes | 303-846-1250
July 19th – Stapleton Community Garage Sale

By Michael Kearns

One Family's Trash is another's treasure. That's right, it is once again time to clean out your garage, basement, and closets and reap the hidden rewards of selling your extra "stuff" – and then buying more from your friends and neighbors!

As Stapleton has grown, so has the Garage Sale. In its first year, the Sale included 109 Stapleton homes, and in 2007 we had more than 170 participate – this year we expect over 200 homes throughout Stapleton will join in the fun! Once again the Sale is being organized and sponsored by Diana and Michael Kearns of RE/MAX City Horizons & Stapleton, and there is no cost to you to participate. We will also have refreshment stops hosted by several Stapleton builders (details and locations are on the website).

The last day to register for the sale, and be included on the map, is July 12. To register, please send an email to GarageSale@BuildingStapleton.com, and include the following info: (1) Contact Name, phone number, and e-mail address (these are for use in communicating only, and will not be shared); (2) Street Address; (3) Where you will have your sale (Alley or Front); and (4) The two or three main things you will have for sale – examples: "furniture and lawn equipment," "baby clothes, toys, and computers." So we don’t have to do too much editing, please limit your description to about 10 words or less.

Have more questions? Check the FAQ page on the Garage Sale website (www.BuildingStapleton.com/garagesale) for answers to commonly asked questions, or email GarageSale@BuildingStapleton.com.

Tips for a Successful Garage Sale

By Meighan Meeker

There is no better time than the present to prepare for the upcoming Stapleton Garage Sale to be held on July 19 from 8 am to 1 pm. Uncluttered homes are more enjoyable and easier to clean. Additionally, most people use only 20% of their things 80% of the time, which means you could part with nearly 80% of the stuff taking up space in your house. Following are some tips to motivate you to get rid of items cluttering your home and make some money in the process.

In preparation for the garage sale Do not allow yourself to get overwhelmed. Go room by room to gather items that you no longer need. As a general rule, if you have not used it in the past year, get rid of it. Make decisions about what to keep or sell quickly. Sort items in large clear plastic containers or boxes by theme such as clothing, electronics, books, house wares, toys, etc. Keep in mind that once you get rid of these items you will be able to find the things you truly use more quickly. Do not let the emotional attachment to value or item of an item stand in your way of selling it. Get rid of multiple items that serve the same function. Consider gently cleaning the items with Lysol wipes or a cleaning rag if needed.

On the day of the sale Group items on tables by theme and price. Display your most expensive items up front. Clothing should be hung on a rack with a mirror handy if possible. Place items that are less desirable, or in need of repair, in a box labeled "Free Stuff." Generally, items should be priced at 10%–25% of the original value. Purchase circular colored stickers and assign dollar amounts that are clearly posted on signs indicating the cost per item throughout the sale, for example red = $1, blue = $5, etc. If you do not want to engage in bargaining make clear that your prices are firm on your signs. Otherwise, be prepared for people to negotiate, especially toward the end of the day when you should be more willing to sell remaining stuff for a discounted price. Wear a fancy pack or waist apron with pockets to keep your money, sharpie, tape, extra stickers, and other important items. Go to the bank in advance and make sure you have plenty of change, including $1, $5, and $10 bills. Other helpful items to have on hand include: newspaper to wrap fragile items, shopping bags or boxes for people to carry purchases, electrical cord to test items for sale, and a calculator. Get the kids involved, set up a lemonade and cookie stand to make extra money. The addition of balloons, music, or other festive touches to attract buyers is always helpful.

After the sale Immediately donate any items that do not sell. Remember to ask for an itemized receipt for your taxes. Put the balance of your leftover materials in a clear plastic tote labeled “Garage Sale” and keep until next year.

Meighan Meeker is the owner of Simply Put Organizational Solutions for the Home, LLC. For more information: email, meighanm@aim.com, or call, 303-321-2692.

CORRESPONDENCE & COMPANY
info@corandco.com  • 303.974.5395

Please enjoy 10% off any custom order in July!
Where God Left His Shoes

Sneak Preview of "Thanks to America’s Road Home and the Denver Museum of Nature and Science and Ferril Lake. This event is a benefit for Denver’s Road Home – all donations will support the city’s 10-year plan to end homelessness.

The movie will start at 8:30pm. The location will be between the Denver Museum of Nature and Science and Ferril Lake. This is an event for Denver’s Road Home. All donations will support the city’s 10-year plan to end homelessness.

Visitors can check out the mighty machines and meet the people who operate them. The exhibit is for kids aged 3-8 and their caregivers. The exhibit runs from July 12 to September 28th. The Children’s Museum of Denver is located at 2121 Children’s Museum Drive.

For more information visit www.cmdemor.org or call 303-433-7444.

The History of the Olympic Games: Diplomacy & Politics – Mon., August 4, 7-8 pm at the Stapleton Master Community Association, 2823 Rodlyn St.

The history of baseball; legendary stories of the game; how the modern era has been affected by the use of steroids. RSVP: 303-744-1950. Food, refreshments, socializing at 6:00, program from 6:30-7:30, tours and socializing from 7:30-8:00

The History of Denver – Tuesdays, July 7, 14, & 21 – Teen Time at 2pm (6th grade and up). Registration required.

Tales for Teens: 10:30 & 11am on Weds., July 30, 6-8 pm at Parkplace, 111 Emerson St.

"History of the Olympic Games: Diplomacy & Politics – Mon., August 4, 7-8 pm at the Stapleton Master Community Association, 2823 Rodlyn St."

"Where God Left His Shoes" exposes the reality of homelessness, a reality faced by hundreds of thousands of Americans each year. As the cornerstone of a national awareness and fundraising campaign launching in 2008, the film will help generate heightened focus and inspire meaningful dialogue, bringing much needed visibility to a problem that can be exposed. Thanks to America’s Road Home and Vulcan Productions, this sneak preview puts a face on the issue of homelessness.

For more information about this event, visit www.wglhs.com.

For registration, call 303-331-4063. The library is at 4705 Montview Blvd.
Performances & Events in July

Jody 4-7, 10, 17, 24, 31 — Neighborhood Fix -- "To the Limit" Art House movies with lunch or dinner from the in-house restaurant. Open 11 a.m. daily with brunch 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sundays. 2510 E. Colfax Ave. Call 303-777-3549 or go to www.tenrest.com.

July 6, 13, 20, 27 and August 3 -- City Park Jazz Free Sunday jazz concerts from 6 to 8 p.m. July 6, 13, 20, 27 and August 3 at City Park Jazz. Call 303-744-1004 or go to www.cityparkjazz.org.

July 7 — Colorado Arts Education Summit Demonstration labs, training materials and speakers create plans to expand art and creative learning opportunities at more than 30 schools. Go to www.denvergov.org/artesummit.

July 10, 6pm — Bluff Lake Nature Center, Fireside Chat Turkey Vulture! With Carin A vila of the Rocky Mountain Raptor Program. Call 303-394-4526 or go to www.blufflakenaturecenter.org.

July 10 — Colorado Rapids Cup of Wines From 6:30 - 9 p.m. a wine tasting inside the stadium to benefit the Rapids Foundation, which funds a fight against child hunger to support positive youth development opportunities in Colorado. 6000 Victory Way, Commerce City. Call 303-727-3504 or go to www.pepsicenter.com/KSEForms/Community/WorldsWines.

Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays July 17 through August 23 13 U.S. W omen’s National T eam vs. Brazil; July 19 & 20 Mile High Music Festival; July 27 Colorado Rapids vs. Columbus

July 1 through August 22 1004 or go to www.cityparkjazz.org.

Free Sunday jazz concerts from 6 to 8 p.m. Call 303-744-1004 or go to www.cityparkjazz.org.

July 10 — Denver Botanic Gardens Free day July 21. "Story Time in the Gardens from 10-11 a.m. Saturdays and Sundays through Sept. 28, Fitness Walks and Tai Chi from 7-9 a.m. every Tuesday. 1005 York St.

July 24, 6pm — Bluff Lake Nature Center Fields of Grass with Betsy Neely of Th e Nature Conservancy. Learn about the plants and animals of the prairie. 9801 E. Colfax Ave. Call 303-344-0031 or go to www.blufflakenaturecenter.org.


Denver residents may locate their nearest recreation center by visiting www.denvergov.org/recreation.

Editors Note: Stapleton, pools which are not operated by the city, are not affected by this policy.  

Free Admission from June 2 - Aug 16 Denver Waives Youth Rec Center Fees for Summer  

Mayor John Hickenlooper and Denver Parks and Recreation Acting Manager Scott Robson have announced that Denver youth age 17 and younger may use City recreation centers, including swimming pools, for free this summer. Free admission began Monday, June 2 – the day City swimming pools opened – and will run through Sat., Aug 16. Standard fees will continue to apply for programs and activities that typically are offered at an additional charge.

“Our goal is to give our kids every opportunity to participate in healthy, positive activities throughout the summer,” Hickenlooper said. “We’re happy to be able to offer this to our community.”

“This is a great decision by the administration to ensure that children and youth in Denver are active and safe throughout the summer,” added City Council President Michael Hancock.

Opening the recreation centers to all Denver youth for the summer complements the My Space program launched in January 2008. That program gave 30,000 Denver Public Schools students the opportunity for a free one-year membership to their neighborhood recreation centers.

“We have some great programs and events planned for the summer, and this will allow all of our kids to participate fully.”

Area recreation centers offer a variety of summer activities, including open swim, basketball, game rooms and a Food Bank of the Rockies program that offers free food for families. Programs available for a nominal fee include Hoopin’ with Hickenlooper, baseball, t-ball, volleyball and swim lessons.

Denver residents may locate their nearest recreation center by visiting www.denvergov.org/recreation.

Editors Note: Stapleton pools, which are not operated by the city, are not affected by this policy.
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Public Art Blooming at Stapleton

By Latrice Norwood

As we transition into the warm sunny summer season, residents have begun planting in the Community Garden located next to open space in Greenway Park at Spruce and 23rd Avenue for the first season.

Stapleton’s Community Garden will be enhanced by public art. At the beginning of May, four finalists presented their ideas for the Community Garden site to the Stapleton Public Art Project Selection Committee. Lars and Lauren Stanley of Austin, Texas were recommended for the $75,000 commission. Their proposal for the Ellipse II located at East 55th Avenue and Xenia Street is projected for installation next summer. This artwork, entitled The Picnic, features a life-size tableau of four bronze dogs arranged on and around a large boulder with a picnic lunch spread out in the foreground.

Sound artist Jim Green from Denver is one of two artists whose work will be featured in the Eastbridge Town Center. Mr. Green will install 16 functional parking meters that will be fitted with speakers and programmed to broadcast various whimsical sounds when coins are inserted. Completion of this $110,000 commission is slated for fall of 09.

The “call for entry” for proposals for a second piece of public art for the Eastbridge Town Center was launched on May 24th. Three artists/artist teams were chosen as finalists for the $310,000 commission. They are Stephen Daly (Dripping Springs, TX), Lajos Heder/Mags Harries (Cambridge, MA) and Jim Sanborn/Jae Ko (Washington, DC). Site visits for finalists were held on June 4th with proposal reviews scheduled for the end of July 2008.

Anyone who is interested in being appointed to a Project Selection Committee, applying for a public art commission or obtaining information about Stapleton’s Public Art Program should contact Barbara Neal at barneal@mindspring.com. Latrice Norwood is a Former City employee who works with Public Art Consultant Barbara Neal in the implementation of the Stapleton Public Art Program. She may be reached at lnorwood@stapleton_denver.com

By Nancy A. Burkhart

“Conditional Reflections,” the new public art at the pool near Geneva Court in Stapleton was designed to reflect the Stapleton community. “We had the opportunity to see Stapleton first,” explained artist Jeanine Centuori, who with her partner, Russell Rock of UrbanRock Design in Los Angeles, designed the art piece. “To go out there to see it, gave us a sense of what the whole spirit and vibe of Stapleton was. I think it really helped us a lot to get a piece that was well-integrated into the whole neighborhood.”

The piece “is a combination between the design of the plaza areas and the glass façade,” explained Rock. “One of the themes of the piece was the mutable nature of H2O.”

There are three sets of facades along the building. One represents water in the solid state, which depicts frost. The second one is water in the liquid state, which shows ripples on the surface of a pond. Then there is water in its gaseous state, showing an extreme close-up of water vapor.

The plaza areas each match with the façade, so they are a diagram of the molecular structure. Water in the solid state is a very geometric, hexagonal pattern. Water in the liquid state is depicted in partially formed hexagons with loose, free fragments of molecules. Water in the gaseous state shows free-ranging molecules. Some of those are projected out of the surface to become seats, and some are pavers.

The title, “Conditional Reflections,” implies that water is ever-changing, and these conditions are reflected,” explained Centuori. “Our piece is meant to offer a variety of experiences. The photographs that are embedded in the glass change. At night, when they are backlit, the color changes. As the sun changes and the lighting changes, it is reflected differently.”

“The glass façades are backlit so that they are like light boxes in the evening,” Rock said. “They glow so that as you drive by the facility, there are lighted photographic images that make up the face of the building.

“We looked at the building design that had these distinct three main components to it, and we felt that it really had to be something about the pool itself,” Centuori said. “We have done glasswork before, but this is a first for this particular imagery in the glass. It’s an interesting area that we would like to investigate. The Stapleton Public Art Program is conducted under the auspices of the Park Creek Metropolitan District, based on the public art program principles established by the Denver Urban Renewal Authority. Centuori and Rock were chosen to produce the public artwork, based on three presentations of their previous work. They typically do work by commission, rather than selling existing pieces.

“We do all scales of work and for private individuals as well as public clients,” Centuori said. Jeanine Centuori and Russell Rock can be reached at UrbanRockDesign at 323-227-0955.

GET ASTHMA?

National Jewish has research opportunities for you!

QUALIFICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Non-smoker between the ages of 18-45
- Current diagnosis of asthma
- Current use of asthma controller medication

STUDY PARTICIPATION INVOLVES:
- Several visits to our research site
- Study related tests, evaluations and study medications at no cost
- Qualified participants will receive financial compensation for time and travel

Principal Investigator: Jeanine Centuori, M.D.

HEALTH MAINTENANCE RESEARCH CENTER
410 Jackson Street
Denver, CO 80206

www.nationaljewish.org
A Respiratory Hospital in the U.S. Since 1908
U.S. News & World Report

For more information please call our patient recruiter
303-398-1511
poolec@njc.org

Water the Theme for Art at Stapleton Pool

The glass façades of the public art at Stapleton’s newest pool on Geneva Court are backlit so they glow like light boxes in the evening.

“The title, ‘Conditional Reflections,’” explained Centuori. “Our piece is meant to offer a variety of experiences. The photographs that are embedded in the glass change. At night, when they are backlit, the color changes. As the sun changes and the lighting changes, it is reflected differently.”

“The glass façades are backlit so that they are like light boxes in the evening,” Rock said. “They glow so that as you drive by the facility, there are lighted photographic images that make up the face of the building.

“We looked at the building design that had these distinct three main components to it, and we felt that it really had to be something about the pool itself,” Centuori said. “We have done glasswork before, but this is a first for this particular imagery in the glass. It’s an interesting area that we would like to investigate.

The Stapleton Public Art Program is conducted under the auspices of the Park Creek Metropolitan District, based on the public art program principles established by the Denver Urban Renewal Authority. Centuori and Rock were chosen to produce the public artwork, based on three presentations of their previous work. They typically do work by commission, rather than selling existing pieces.

“We do all scales of work and for private individuals as well as public clients,” Centuori said.

Jeanine Centuori and Russell Rock can be reached at UrbanRockDesign at 323-227-0955.
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The Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge reopened for public visitation, wildlife viewing tours, fishing and nature programs on Saturday June 14. Public visitation was temporarily suspended in late October 2007 due to the Arsenal’s Lime Basins remediation project.

The Park Rangers are excited to have visitors back hiking the trails and participating in wildlife tours and they hope people will connect with nature through some of the Refuge’s new programs.

Several new nature programs have been scheduled incorporating the use of iPod’s and GPS units. One program helps visitors identify birds while walking the Refuge trails by comparing the bird calls they hear to pre-recorded bird calls on iPod’s. In another program, a new twist has been added to a scavenger hunt by using GPS units to locate clues that solve questions about the Refuge.

A wildlife art exhibit on loan from the Great Western Art Gallery located in downtown Denver will be featured along with an aviary displaying a live screech owl in the Visitor Center. Catch-and-release recreational fee fishing will open for the season with a new permitting system. Bison and their calves, burrowing owls, deer, prairie dogs, pelicans, and other wildlife may be seen through scheduled tours and nature programs. Nearly eight miles of hiking trail meander through wetlands, woodlands, and prairie.

The Refuge is open every Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday from 6:00 am to 6:00 pm. Visitor Center hours are 8:00 am to 4:30 pm. Access to the Refuge is located at 56th Avenue and Havana Street entrance with parking available at the Visitor Center.

For more information about the Refuge, including events for kids and families visit www.fws.gov/rockymountainarsenal or call 303-289-0930. Supervisory Park Ranger Sherry James has worked at the Refuge for 18 years. She can be reached at 303-289-0659.
A Good Teacher is the “Guide on the Side”

By Nancy Burkhart

The best teacher is “the guide on the side, and not the sage on the stage,” according to Linda Alston, who teaches at Farrell B. Howell K-8 in Montbello. The 58-year-old Alston knows what she is talking about. In 2006, she was awarded $100,000 from the Kipp Foundation/Kinder’s Excellence in Teaching Award. A Blue Ribbon panel of educators, business people and community leaders conducted a national search for the best teacher in the country from Kindergarten through the 12th grade. The Stapleton resident came out on top, and she was awarded the unrestricted, personal gift.

Although she has spent 27 years teaching, becoming a teacher never was part of her plan, Alston said. “Sometimes I think it’s really a calling in my life, because I really hadn’t planned to be a teacher,” she explained. “Every path, it seemed, brought me to that destiny.

“I teach because teaching chose me. The more that I started to see a gift that I have for teaching and a love and passion for observing children go from kindergarten, not recognizing the distinction between a numeral and a letter, to come from there to reading Shakespeare… is just such an amazing miracle to witness,” Alston said.

A high regard for each individual child is a requirement for attaining success as a teacher, according to Alston. “Once that happens, they can perform,” she said. “They all have their own gifts and their own extraordinary expressions of who they are. I’ve never seen myself as the teacher. I refer to myself as a guide, a guide who beholds a child’s gifts. It’s my honor to call those gifts forth. It’s a wonderful way to teach. It’s the joy that comes from getting to know the child.”

A teacher needs to avoid becoming a person who is into power and the control of little children, Alston believes. A teacher should be “someone who is big enough and confident enough in themselves to be able to honor children, respect them and get out of their way and let them lead,” she said.

Alston brings her own personality into her teaching. As a fan of grace and tradition, her class of 5-year-olds serves guests high tea, using fine china and a real silver tea service with fresh linens. The children serve cucumber sandwiches and scones. They pour hot tea and wash up after the event. Not a single piece of china or glass has been broken in the 12 years she has used this exercise, Alston says.

For the high tea, the children learn to tell time, booking people for service. They sit down and have conversations about world events and issues such as global warming. They even learn division, deciding that with four cucumber sandwiches available, two people will get two sandwiches each.

Parents need to work at encouraging their young children to learn, Alston says. “Parents have to first look inside themselves and examine their own attitudes about being lifelong learners themselves,” she said. “Children are going to emulate what they see. Children need to see their parents value new learning.”

Children should know how to read and do math at the age of 3, Alston believes. “That’s a sensitive period for them to absorb that kind of content more easily. It’s what we’re missing in many instances in traditional education. Sometimes by the time we think this is the time for a child to read or do math, we have passed that time and are doing remedial work.”

Alston cited her son, Macio, the middle son out of three, as an example. She said he came to her when he was 3 years old and explained that he believed that Leon Spinks could beat Muhammad Ali for the Heavyweight Boxing Championship. When Alston asked Macio why he thought that could happen, he took her to a magazine where a story talked about the fight and the contenders’ prospects. Today Macio is a staff writer for Newsweek Magazine.

“It’s one thing to say that children are capable. But you have to make it fun and exciting; be (continued on p. 16)
Judge Roughneck “Plays for Fun”

By Nancy Buskharth

P ark Hill resident Rolf Reitzig has been heavily involved in the music scene as a trumpet player for 15 years. He became a member of the Judge Roughneck Band eight years ago, and believes the key to their success is that they have fun.

“We do what we do to enjoy ourselves first and foremost,” Reitzig said. “Then we make sure our audience is enjoying themselves.”

Judge Roughneck has become popular with its unique brand of pop-reggae music. The band’s gigs have increased and become highly desired bookings. The band has performed five times at the Reggae on the Rocks Festival at Red Rocks Amphitheater. It has three CDs out, and band members are working on a fourth.

Despite the band’s heightened status in the music world, band members still maintain other careers and businesses. Reitzig has a software management consulting business. He claims he really isn’t a professional musician.

“It’s very difficult to make a living with music,” Reitzig explained. “The majority of us do it because we love it. We just can’t seem to stop. It’s just so much fun. Even if there isn’t a big crowd out there, we have an ability to play with each other and just have fun with this. It’s perplexing at times because we have families, and some of us have careers and businesses.

“I have a software management consulting business,” he said. “That’s my real job. I have a left-side, right-side balance of the brain here. I have my engineering side and my artistic side.”

The 41-year-old Reitzig and his wife, Lea Ann, have a 7-year-old son, Philip, whose life has been musical, as well.

“Philip is in piano lessons,” Reitzig explained. “He just went through the Children’s Music Academy for Piano. It’s eye, hand and mouth coordination, as well as being able to hear what chords sound like. You can’t do that on a trumpet. You can’t sing and play on a trumpet, but he does play the trumpet a lot.”

The Judge Roughneck Band was started in 1993 by Byron Shaw, who Reitzig describes as a “mainstay” in the Denver music scene.

“Byron wanted to put together a ska band. He assembled this group of musicians. We learned a bunch of songs and started having fun with this. People loved it. They loved the music, the songs, our interpretation of it, and the energy.

“One thing led to another and after six months, we were asked to play at Reggae on the Rocks. Because of Byron’s reputation, we short-circuited five years of a typical band’s career. We were playing the best venues in town almost right off the bat. We started writing our own songs,” Reitzig said.

Judge Roughneck band members were in junior high and high school during the period when ska folks from Jamaica were in England, transforming ska into its second wave, called the “Two-Tone Movement,” Reitzig explained. “This influence has formed the band’s style.

“I like to explore and learn,” Reitzig said.

“Our band was heavily influenced by jazz, so a lot of improvisation always is going on. Going and playing isn’t like a job. We’re always creating when we’re up there on stage.”

Reitzig sees Judge Roughneck continuing and growing.

“The core group has been together eight years,” he said. “People keep trying to do something else, and it just doesn’t work. We can’t leave. Now we’re getting old enough that we’re becoming cool. Some of us have young kids. I see a time when that works its way out, we get a few more gray hairs and we will take this thing and pop it to the next level.

“We’ve already played on some of the biggest stages,” Reitzig noted. “We’re capable of doing that when big names like the Skatalites come and enjoy watching us play.”

Reitzig warns kids aiming at a career in a band to remember that “it’s not all about the music. When you’re on (continued on p. 25)
Parents need to talk to their children, explain words and what they mean. It’s important to have conversations with children, allowing them to express themselves. It makes all the difference how literate they will become and the kind of vocabulary they will have to access.”
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She said it is a book “for everyone who loves children and who wants to be inspired in their own lives.” Each chapter begins with an affirmation and ends with questions to reflect on the reader’s teaching. One affirmation is: “I trust my inner knowing.” That’s kind of the theme for the whole book,” Alston explained. “Teachers now have so many mandates and are scripted. When we learn how to really center ourselves and trust our own inner knowing and wisdom, it makes all the difference because you are grounded and centered.”

The book would make a great gift to take to a child’s new teacher on the first day of school in September, Alston said. The book doesn’t tell a teacher how to teach, but instead it offers anecdotes from Alston’s teaching career.

“It’s just very, very funny and moving stories,” she said. “Each chapter is its own little story.”

Alston also conducts a tutoring business out of her home, using the Montessori teaching approach. She welcomes children from 4 years old to 3rd graders.

Linda Alston can be reached regarding tutoring at: riversedge@aol.com.

Linda Alston (continued from page 14) passionate when reading books and talking to kids. Many children, particularly of color, have a 30-million word deficit of language heard. They are not being given the opportunity to speak.
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One of America’s Top Jazz Singers

met Phil Moore who became her vocal coach. He was the first Black conductor for the British Broadcasting Company. He also later became Dianne’s first manager and remained in that capacity for 8 years.

It had all started in Denver as a young junior high school girl who wanted to “express herself.” Over the next quarter of a century, Dianne Reeves steadily rose into one of the country’s most consistent and admired female jazz singers. So admired, it has led to four Grammy awards.

Ms. Reeves’ smooth and effortless-sounding melody has been the result of her love for her music, years of hard work and preparation, and being able to learn from some of the best in her industry, not the least of which is her Uncle Charles. Others include Gene Harris, “Blue” Mitchell, Phillip Bailey, Harry Belafonte and so many others who have all been deeply attracted to Reeves golden rich voice and have insisted on either mentoring her, performing with her or both. Her abilities began to be fully realized when she won a citywide talent competition. She then began to meet and work with a long list of notable artists whose influence and instructions would mold her career. In 1978, Reeves made the decision to move to Los Angeles. Two years later, she was involved with her first major project, part of the Sergio Mendez “Brazil ’88” tour. That year, she also recorded her first album, “Welcome to My Love,” on Palo Alto Records.

After moving to New York City for three years, she remained under the management of Phil Moore. Reeves was steadily gaining recognition when Harry Belafonte sought her out. She performed as part of his international band and group. When she moved back to Los Angeles in 1986, two major developments took place. She signed with Blue Note Records. Her first recording for them was a tribute to the great Duke Ellington, called “Echoes of Ellington.” The work earned Reeves her first Grammy nomination.

Eight years later, she would share her second nomination for her album, “Quiet After the Storm.” She says that her greatest experience has been her ability to sing all over the world. Many audiences don’t speak English but she’s able to connect with them and they seem to understand and appreciate her music. She also stated that her greatest achievement has been “being able to do all I have wanted to do without compromise.” To the question do you ever encounter shyness. Funny how the shyness disappears when she sings. “But I’m still here,” she states proudly.

I also write and arrange music,” she went on to say. I feel I must keep moving forward. My mother’s philosophy which I adopted at an early age, “is never to entertain anything negative such as boredom, illness or depression.” That has been a guiding light all my life and it has served me well. My advice to any aspiring young person – in whatever profession they choose, whether music or woodworking – is to learn your craft well. Work hard at everything you need to know, refine it and respect it.”

This is sound advice from one who provided the award-winning soundtrack to George Clooney’s 2005 film, “Good Night and Good Luck.” This garnered her fourth Grammy award and enhanced her status as one of the premier vocalists in the world.

Some have described Dianne as aloof; however, she claims extreme shyyness. “Even though,” she went on to say, “it’s not just racism, a lot of it is ‘in your face’ racism. But I have been able to rise above it all realizing that racism is, has always been and always will be alive and well. I just continue to seize all opportunities to make my way and I take full advantage on my own and in my own way. Music has always been #1 in my life. I have been performing since I was 12 years old. You don’t stop. I really love life and there is always something to reach out to. I will be singing as long as possible.”

IS YOUR AD ON THE COFFEE TABLE or in the recycling bin?

Advertise in a paper that people really read.
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The summer dining season has arrived and with the vast array of eatery options and fresh, new menus, you certainly won’t go hungry. Yet, instead of heading downtown, why not try something a little closer to home; something a little different.

Abyssinia Market Cafe

Ethiopian Restaurant is almost hidden within a large brick building on the corner of Colfax and Ash, it’s also home to some of Denver’s most fantastic and culturally accurate Ethiopian cuisine. Ethiopia, formerly called Abyssinia, is a country protected by forbidding deserts and tropical lands. Its isolated mountainous location allowed for its people to develop their own written language and a sophisticated culture based on rich traditions and religion. Yet, over thousands of years of evolution, the distinctive foods translate stories from the past to the present.

Dining at this restaurant is all about the ceremonial experience. After squeezing through the tight doorway, one is immediately drawn to the lavishly decorated interior: each table is covered with a small, red tent of sorts, and earthy wafts of pungent spices fill the air. After being seated, the tents are removed from the table tops, revealing a cone-shaped, basket-weave table just about knee-height as hot towels are handed out for guests to cleanse their hands.

Appetizers include a rich, house-made cottage cheese mixed with chili powder ($4.95) and served with Injera, a sourdough based flat bread that is steamed to create a spongy texture. In fact, it is Injera with which just about the entire meal is eaten. Another recommended appetizer is the Sambusa ($1.99 each), which are freshly fried pastries stuffed with tender lentils.

Abyssinia offers many entrée options for any eager diner. Fresh seafood, lamb and many vegetarian dishes are prepared in a variety of ways. Perhaps the best way to experience the best of what the menu offers is to order the Cornis ($12.99), a bountiful platter of three different meat and vegetable preparations. Hearty sauces are spiked with jalapeno and garlic and flavored with cardamom. Yellow, red and green lentils are served aside curried cabbage and the Injera serves as a great sauce-sopper. Definitely be sure to try the imported Ethiopian beer, Meta, a lager with sweet, fermented honey flavors that cut the spiciness of the food and balance the meal.

After dinner, be sure to ask about the ceremonial coffee service ($5 for two). Being a huge proponent of exotic coffees, I was blown away as the server rosted the green coffee beans in an iron pot, ground them finely and boiled them in a small percolator with cinnamon. This über fresh brew is served in a wooden pot with sugar and toasted barley and peanuts on the side. A pot of incense placed on the tray adds an extremely intense aromatic sensation as the smooth coffee is sipped slowly.

For an unforgettable culinary experience, savor the fresh and enchanting flavors of Abyssinia. With prices under $13.00, this restaurant provides variety and flavor for any palate.

Abyssinia is located at 4116 East Colfax Avenue, 80220. Hours: Wednesday-Monday: 11 a.m.-11 p.m.; closed Tuesday. Phone: 303.316.8830. Most major credit cards are accepted.

Monika Reitmeyer recently graduated from Johnson & Wales University in May 2008. She is now working as a pastry cook for Food Network chef Keegan Gerhard and his wife Lisa Bailey’s new dessert restaurant, D Bar on 17th Avenue and Humboldts.

Get Your First Month Free!*
Does Fluffy Really Need that Vaccine?

Getting a shot at the doctor’s office isn’t much fun, and it isn’t easy to watch your furry family member get one—especially when it might be in its derriere. But in a world where even parents of young children are refusing to vaccinate their kids because they feel the risks outweigh the benefits, now some pet owners are posing similar questions to their veterinarian.

Dr. Michael R. Lappin is a small animal medicine specialist at Colorado State University’s Veterinary Teaching Hospital in Fort Collins. He says that, “vaccines are broken down into three categories: core, noncore, and then those that are not recommended due to lack of efficacy or fear of harming the animal.”

And just who decides what vaccines are core and noncore? That responsibility rests in the hands of the Canine or Feline Vaccine Task Force. They meet each year to review research and data from all over the country to develop the best vaccination protocol.

A core vaccine means that it has been decided that this shot is very important to the health of your pet, and that if the animal is not vaccinated, there is a good chance it will become seriously ill. Dr. Lappin mentions as an example that the core vaccines in dogs are, “Parovirus, distemper, adenovirus, and, of course, rabies which is required by law.”

The first three items on the list are usually combined into one vaccine so the animal does not have to receive four different shots at one time—ouch!

In many cases, these vaccines will last three years. However, your veterinarian may recommend a different schedule for one reason or another.

The second category of vaccines, called noncore “usually depend upon where the dog or cat lives and whether or not it is in an endemic or high-risk area,” says Dr. Lappin. He gives the example of an animal living in an area known to harbor leptospirosis. This bacterium is spread in urine or contaminated water and can be zoonotic, this means the other animal in your house, the one-year-old human kind crawling on the floor, can contract the disease as well.

In short, there is no cookie-cutter recommendation for dog or cat vaccines. Other than making sure your animal has received the core ones, it is up to your veterinarian to determine what additional vaccinations should be given. “Every vaccine has potential side effects,” mentions Dr. Lappin, but reports show the risk is quite small.

For more information about vaccinating your dog, contact your local veterinarian.

Dr. Smith’s clinic, The 29th Ave Animal Hospital, is located in the East 29th Ave. Town Center at Stapleton in the courtyard next to Fantastic Sams. Dr. Smith also appears regularly on the noon news of KUSA Channel 9.

Getting a shot at the doctor’s office isn’t much fun, and it isn’t easy to watch your furry family member get one either—ouch!

Why Do I Need to Go to the Dentist?

Overall Health — Seeing a dentist is an important part of maintaining your overall health. Bacteria harbored in the mouth has recently been linked to systemic diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, respiratory infections and prostate cancer. By seeing your dentist for routine checkups and periodontal screenings, you and your dentist have the opportunity to detect any changes in your periodontal health and treat the affected area(s) conservatively.

Health of Mouth/Teeth/Gums — The most obvious reason to see your dentist is to make sure your teeth are in good shape! Routine x-rays (called bitewings) are taken every 6 months to 1 year and are used to check for decay between your teeth. While your dentist performs his/her exam, he/she is checking for cavities on top of your teeth. When cavities are small they do not hurt and are easily fixed with small fillings. By the time a cavity hurts, it is probably quite deep and usually requires more invasive treatment. By taking care of any problems with your teeth when they are small, you can preserve and maintain your teeth. Healthy teeth and gums will allow your smile to last a lifetime!

Pregnancy — While seeing a dentist is probably not at the top of your “to do” list after finding out you are pregnant, a periodontal screening and subsequent cleaning is important to both your health and the health of your baby. Studies have shown that about half of all pregnant women experience pregnancy gingivitis (swollen, tender red gums). While this may be uncomfortable for the mother, it is not a risk to the baby. On the other hand, periodontitis (a more serious gum infection that is destructive to the fibers and bone that hold the teeth in the mouth) may affect the health of your baby. Periodontal disease in pregnant women has been linked with preterm babies as well as low birth weight babies.

Setting an Example for Your Kids — By making dental visits routine for you and your children, you demonstrate the value of caring for yourself to your kids. According to the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, it is recommended that children see a dentist by their first birthday. In my office, I have found that 2 years of age is a good age to start getting familiar with the dental office. By making it a fun experience, it is easy to teach children that going to the dentist is no big deal.

Keeping up with regular dental visits is a key component in your overall healthcare. So make an appointment with your dentist today!

Carrie Dougherty lives in Stapleton with her husband and 2 children. Dr. Dougherty’s practice, Stapleton Dental, is located at 3055 Bosly St. Suite 260. She can be reached at (303)399-1488, or visit www.stapletondental.com.
Denver businessman Rich Engel has brought “the blues” to Stapleton. Mr. Engel is injecting new life into The Flair Lounge on Montview Boulevard, one of the “legendary haunts” in Aurora that was a gathering spot for travelers, airline personnel and employees from Stapleton International Airport for more than 50 years. In doing so, he is pursuing his vision to create “Stapleton’s home for the blues” which has a growing reputation as one of the area’s premier small venues for musicians such as David Booker, JD Kelly, Rudy Grant and Bruce Delaplain.

“We are the type of ‘dive bar’ that has been a popular tradition in Metro Denver neighborhoods for many years,” Mr. Engel said in describing a gathering place that offers “Louisiana Texas blues” for music fans at night and pool tables for “locals” during the day. “What distinguishes us from the others however, are the unusually great acoustics of our small building that produce a high quality, intimate entertainment experience.”

Born in San Gabriel, California, Rich Engel graduated from the University of Colorado and later received an MBA from Santa Clara in 1993. He inherited The Flair Lounge, which has been owned by his family for more than 40 years, upon the death of his father.

In the 1960s, The Flair Lounge was a supper club and steakhouse. In bringing the bar back to life, Mr. Engel has reopened the club’s kitchen, where American and southern cuisine is served each day of the week under the careful direction of Bob Lucero. The Flair Lounge is open Mondays through Fridays from 10 a.m. - 2 a.m., Saturdays from 9 a.m. - 2 a.m. and Sundays from 8 a.m. - 2 a.m. The Flair Lounge is located at 9496 East Montview Boulevard on the southern boundary of Stapleton between Chester and Clinton Streets. For more information, visit theflairlounge.com or call 303-344-1394.

Forest City Community Day at Bluff Lake

Last month, employees from Forest City Stapleton, Inc. spent their company’s annual “Community Service Day” volunteering at Stapleton’s Bluff Lake Nature Center. The employees built trails and planted native landscape at the 123 acre natural area that is located east of Havana Street. For the fifth consecutive year, more than 1,500 Forest City employees from 60 cities across the nation spent the day lending a helping hand and celebrating the company’s core values of sustainability and community involvement by giving back to the neighborhoods in which they live and work. For information about volunteer activities at Bluff Lake, visit www.blufflakenaturecenter.org.
Forest City Stapleton has partnered with Denver Recycles, a program of Denver Public Works/Solid Waste Management, to track Stapleton’s residential recycling participation rates and the amount of recyclable material collected over the past year. Over 93% of eligible Stapleton households are participating in Denver Recycles’ program and approximately 950 tons of material has been collected and recycled from Stapleton households in the past year. Great job Stapleton!

While the amount of recyclable material picked up each cycle varies somewhat, it has remained relatively constant over the past year. In that time, the number of Stapleton households subscribed to the program has increased by about 250. With the increase in participation, we would expect to see an increase in the overall amount of recyclables collected. Surprisingly, that has not happened. Please be diligent in your recycling efforts so that recyclable materials do not end up in the trash. Denver Recycles estimates that the average household would easily recycle 30 percent more by simply recycling the materials already accepted in Denver Recycles’ program and focusing on recycling materials from every room in the house.

You can recycle more by practicing the following tips:

- Remember that recycling really begins at the grocery store. By purchasing products packaged in materials that are accepted in your Denver Recycles purple cart, you can dramatically increase the amount you recycle and reduce your trash. For example, when purchasing pasta avoid brands packaged in plastic wrappers or bags, which are not recyclable, and instead buy pasta that is packaged in paperboard, which can be recycled.
- Only cardboard placed in your recycling cart, as opposed to next to the cart, will actually get recycled. Cardboard is a valuable recyclable material but cardboard left outside of the cart by residents is usually not collected by the recycling trucks. Make sure to break down cardboard into 2 ft. x 2 ft. pieces and place it in your Denver Recycles cart.
- Place a separate box, bin or bag in rooms like the kitchen, home office and bathroom where lots of recyclable items are used. When these bins get full, empty them into your recycling cart.
- Keep on eye out for recyclable items in your bathroom like toilet paper rolls, tissue boxes and soap boxes, which are all considered paperboard and are recyclable. Empty shampoo, conditioner, mouthwash, contact lens solution and liquid soap bottles are also recyclable. From empty aerosol cans such as shaving cream and air freshener can be recycled in your Denver Recycles purple cart.
- Clean up your act in the laundry room by recycling liquid detergent bottles, bleach bottles, powder soap boxes and fabric softener boxes.
- Look around your bedrooms for recyclable items such as newspapers, magazines, and dove boxes.
- Make recycling part of your workplace and recycle items such as copy paper, envelopes and junk mail found in your home office.
- The kitchen is cooking with recyclable items. Recycle your soda cans and glass jars, but also remember that aluminum foil and pie tins, plastic milk jugs and paper items like cereal boxes, paper egg cartons and paper towel rolls can be recycled. Paper towels are not recyclable, though.
- For more information about waste reduction and other recycling programs, call 3-1-1 or visit us on-line at DenverGoV.org/DenverRecycles.

Make the Most of Your Recycling!

Sustainability at Stapleton

by Melissa Knott

Director of Sustainability for Forest City Stapleton, Inc.

Remember to Recycle at the Pools!

Remember that Stapleton’s Master Community Association provides recycling at all three of Stapleton’s pools. Look for the big blue bins located near the entrance to each pool. You can recycle the same materials in the blue bins at the pools as you can at home through Denver’s curbside recycling program. Accepted materials include aluminum cans, glass bottles and jars, plastic bottles and street cans, mixed paper, newspaper, cardboard and paperboard.

FRESH FLOWERS

JUICY FRUITS

CULINARY HERBS

RE/MAX

FREE RANGE MEATS

GROUND MEATS

BAKED GOODS

Stapleton Farmers Market

SUNDAYS

8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
June 15 – September 28

AT FOUNDERS’ GREEN

Founders’ Green is located on the east side of the East 29th Avenue Town Center, between Roslyn and Syracuse.

Stapleton Front Porch

July’s topic: What to do with expired medications

Read the July issue at stapletondenver.com/Sustainability-New-Leaf.aspx
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Views on the Street – How are higher gas prices affecting you?

Monika George: One of the reasons we moved to Stapleton was because we are both self-employed and we were able to have a home office here. I found in the last few months I only have to fill my gas tank once a month, and that would be even less if we could get Mia into the ECE program here. Both of us have architecture businesses and we’re having a tough time in this economy – and I work mostly on residential architecture and homeowners aren’t doing additions right now. Some of my previous clients have lost their jobs and everybody is just tightening up. People don’t have the equity in their house like they did in the past since house values have dropped. From my perspective as a small business person, I am affected directly and immediately. Our family isn’t going on trips to see relative or new babies due to the high cost of flying. It is affecting our lives in lots of ways.

Steve George: Fuel prices haven’t even peaked yet and the flooding in the Midwest will only exacerbate an already difficult situation. A lot of businesses have not begun to adjust for fuel cost increases, so the impact on food and everything else is going to continue to escalate for quite some time. We probably won’t know the full impact for many months.

Michael Sennett: We just got back from a long trip to Istanbul and the west coast of Turkey which turned out to be a lot more expensive than we anticipated. We planned the trip a long time ago, and I am glad we did because after we paid for it prices went up. One of the people we traveled with is a young financial advisor who retired to Florence, Italy to get away from the cost of living in the United States. He is traveling a lot now because he predicts that in a few years he won’t be able to afford it. He is really concerned about what fuel prices are going to do to the global economy, and I agree with him.

We are going to stick around home for a while. Since I retired, we don’t drive nearly as many miles as we used to, but we will still take our trips up to the mountains. We can’t give that up, even if it costs more, but we’ll probably go in a smaller car. We are lucky because I’m retired and I don’t have to commute to work or feed a family anymore – except when our kids come over, which is frequently! We live 6 blocks from one, and 8 blocks from the other – that’s why we moved here. We can walk to visit our children – we don’t have to drive.

Steve George: Fuel prices haven’t even peaked yet and the flooding in the Midwest will only exacerbate an already difficult situation. A lot of businesses have not begun to adjust for fuel cost increases, so the impact on food and everything else is going to continue to escalate for quite some time. We probably won’t know the full impact for many months.

Monika & Steve George & Mia, 3 1/2 yrs.

Free and open to the public Aug. 2nd
Third Annual Children’s Health and Safety Fair

The Lowry medical and dental community is pleased to announce the Third Annual Children’s Health and Safety Fair will take place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday, August 2. The event will be located at the COPIC parking lot on the corner of Quebec Street and Lowry Blvd.

This event will provide health and safety education to children and their families. Parents will be provided with resources to make informed health care decisions while their children participate in a variety of fun-filled activities.

The scheduled activities include a teddy bear hospital where children will be introduced to the many components of healthcare with the help of their favorite stuffed animal. In addition, there will be child safety seat inspections, child helmet inspections, and fire safety education. All activities are free to the public. Children are encouraged to bring a stuffed animal.

For more information, or to volunteer for this event, contact Cori at 303.366.3000.
higher gas prices affecting you?

Gregory Diggs: I have mixed feelings… I am probably one who is fairly content with the rise in gas prices. I think that we have been spoiled long enough where we haven’t paid for our consumption like other places in the world. When it impacts your budget and lifestyle, I am actually hopefully that this hardship will help us think better and be more responsible about our resources and how we are using them. I think we can do better than we have been and hopefully this will help us go that way.

Perhaps we will start to take more advantage of the urban living here and think about alternatives to using our cars. As of last year I could take for granted filling up the car, and now it is about twice as much to fill up my small car. In my house now, for example, all of a sudden we have 4 bicycles instead of 2, which ostensibly has something to do with gas prices. Our budget can kind of absorb some of the impact, but I do worry about others who can’t. For example, I just heard a story on NPR talking about the impact of gas prices on Meals on Wheels. Volunteers can’t afford to deliver meals anymore. That goes to another level because people not only depend on the meal, but the contact and companionship. That is a very, very unfortunate thing and I worry with the winter coming and the impact on heating and food.

There are some of us who can grin and bear it, but there are others who are struggling to make it and this is going to have a devastating impact on their lives. I think we need to see what we can do to identify those needs of fuel prices. It is hitting everything – you can see it in heating and food. I think that better and cleaner renewable energy sources will come out of this, but it will undoubtedly be painful in the pocket book for everyone in the meantime.

We are not doing any plane travel right now because of the increase of costs because of gas. That is hard because our family lives in the mountains as much as we used to now that we have a new baby and we both commute about six miles to work. But I certainly feel for the people that do have long commutes as well as lower income families struggling to pay their bills. The worst part about it, in my opinion, is that all consumer goods, particularly food, use gas to get to the end user. So it seems that the prices of everything are increasing, causing the economy as a whole to really suffer. All that being said, I still think there’s a positive side to the issue. The higher gas prices are creating more incentive for businesses and governments to develop alternative energy sources. In the long term I believe that better and cleaner renewable energy sources will come out of this, but it will undoubtedly be painful in the pocket book for everyone in the meantime.

Laurie Kleinberg: We are doing any plane travel right now because of the increase of costs because of gas. That is hard because our family lives in Chicago. Prices of the flights are double what they used to be.

Laurie Kleinberg: Our family bought a Prius in 2006. We really like it and it has helped quite a bit. My husband works only 15 minutes away from Stapleton and I recently started as a remote employee working from home. I travel out of state about 3-5 days a month, and take the RTD SkyRide from Stapleton to DIA, which I highly recommend. Stapleton is nice because it is poised to let people bike and walk places. When we are just going to dinner, a family activity, or the supermarket, we are nicely set up to not have to use the car. Some of my colleagues who go into the office have been riding the bus and others have been carpooling. The buses can be difficult here because we are not a great city for public transportation in terms of times and coverage throughout the city.

Karen Mallah: Our family bought a Prius in 2006. We really like it and it has helped quite a bit. My husband works only 15 minutes away from Stapleton and I recently started as a remote employee working from home. I travel out of state about 3-5 days a month, and take the RTD SkyRide from Stapleton to DIA, which I highly recommend. Stapleton is nice because it is poised to let people bike and walk places. When we are just going to dinner, a family activity, or the supermarket, we are nicely set up to not have to use the car. Some of my colleagues who go into the office have been riding the bus and others have been carpooling. The buses can be difficult here because we are not a great city for public transportation in terms of times and coverage throughout the city.

Jonathan Kleinberg: While the higher gas prices have affected us, I wouldn’t say that it’s affected us enough to force us to drastically change our spending habits… yet. We don’t drive up to the mountains as much as we used to now that we have a new baby and we both commute about six miles to work. But I certainly feel for the people that do have long commutes as well as lower income families struggling to pay their bills. The worst part about it, in my opinion, is that all consumer goods, particularly food, use gas to get to the end user. So it seems that the prices of everything are increasing, causing the economy as a whole to really suffer. All that being said, I still think there’s a positive side to the issue. The higher gas prices are creating more incentive for businesses and governments to develop alternative energy sources. In the long term I believe that better and cleaner renewable energy sources will come out of this, but it will undoubtedly be painful in the pocket book for everyone in the meantime.

Laurie Kleinberg: We are doing any plane travel right now because of the increase of costs because of gas. That is hard because our family lives in Chicago. Prices of the flights are double what they used to be.
The Power of Yoga

By Ashli Fishman

Colorado is regarded as a state with some of the healthiest and fittest people in the country. Many of these athletes and health num love yoga because they find it increases their performance in sports by improving mobility of muscles and enhancing attention span during activity. Ongoing practice of yoga also promotes a healthy diet, and can teach one to slow down and feel grounded in order to live at an optimum level.

The word yoga stems from the Sanskrit root “yuj” which translates to “to join” or “to yoke.” Each time one revisits their mat, progress towards a harmonious relationship between mind, body and spirit develops. The age old practice of yoga was brought to America in the late 1890s during a period when eastern wisdom was making a steady progression towards a harmonious relationship between mind, body and spirit develops. The practice of both power yoga and hot yoga is done in a heated room to further the body’s areas of tension. This in turn allows students to focus on living in the present moment. The various poses practiced in a yoga class provide the body with rejuvenating, invigorating, restoring, and calming effects to either jumpstart the day or rest at ease at night.

Dedicated yoga practitioners live their yoga off the mat – letting their yoga guide a healthier lifestyle. The practice of yoga is a lifelong journey with lifelong benefits – consider learning more about it to see how it can improve your quality of life.

Ashli Fishman is a yoga instructor at Core Power Yoga in Stapleton’s E. 29th Ave. Town Center. She can be reached at (303) 377-7444 or stapleson@corepoweryoga.com

Stylish Views

Create a chic look with custom window coverings from Budget Blinds

30% OFF* EVERY WINDOW COVERING

- Professional measuring and installation
- Over 1000 consultants nationwide
- Low price promise
- Free in-home consultation & estimate

FREE Estate Planning Workshop

Hosted by: Meurer Law Office, P. C. Atty Michael Meurer
Stapleton Community Room at 2823 Roslyn St, Denver
Complimentary Wine and Cheese Served

Topics include: Wills, Trusts, Guardians for children, Health Care Directives and Financial Power of Attorneys

Space is Limited. Please reserve your seat today by calling (303) 991-3544 or emailing mike@meurerlawoffices.com

Healthy Relationships

The Dance of Intimacy

By Elizabeth Taubert LCSW

Relationships are powerful sources of joy and satisfaction but even the best relationships get stuck.

As humans we continue to develop throughout the entire span of our lives and we face specific, predictable tasks or challenges at different ages. Eric Erickson’s theory describes eight stages of human development, each focusing on a different conflict that we need to solve in order to develop successfully into the next stage of our lives. If we don’t resolve each stage, our ability to deal with the consecutive stages is impaired. In stage six, (ages 19-40) our task is one of psycho-social development. The task of developing healthy relationships dominates this stage. Successful relationships rely heavily on our ability to create and maintain intimacy.

In her book “The Dance of Intimacy”, Harriet Lerner takes a look at relationships where intimacy is most challenged, be it with a spouse, family member, lover, or best friend.

Lerner refers to intimacy as “the ability to make a personal commitment. It is not necessarily sexual. It means that we can be who we are in a relationship and allow the other person to do the same. Neither person silences, sacrifices or betrays the self and each person expresses strength and vulnerability, weakness and competence in a balanced way.”

The Path to Intimacy Includes the 3 R’s: Resonance, Rupture, Repair

- Resonance: When we feel attracted to someone we tend to resonate with him or her. We find them interesting and engaging. We feel their energy and it makes us feel more alive and excited. There is a sharing of feelings, thoughts, values, and ideas. We feel reflected by the other. We feel accepted and aligned. There is a bond and a connection.

- Rupture: At some point there is a felt rupture in this connection. It is unavoidable. It is inevitable because we are two different people who will disagree, disapprove and misunderstand each other. This rupture evokes our most basic fears. Fears associated with abandonment, loss of control, failure, dependency, being criticized, and being vulnerable. Couples carry out the “dance of intimacy” by getting as close as either or both can tolerate and then they have an argument or do something that permits a pulling back to a safe distance. It is a way to protect our most vulnerable parts.

- Repair: It is not the rupture of the relational bond that causes relationships to disintegrate. It is the failure to repair. It is through the repair process that we are able to build psychological and emotional safety within the relationship. When couples face their fears and communicate without shaming or blaming their partner a more intimate bond results. Once the bond is re-established we move back into the phase of resonace but with a deeper more secure sense of intimacy.

The cycle of Resonance, Rupture and Repair will continue throughout the life of every close relationship. Each time we go through the cycle the relationship becomes more safe, intimate and a powerful resource.

Creating intimacy takes courage. But it is a developmental task for all humans. By dancing the “dance of intimacy” we heal our hearts and souls.

Elizabeth Taubert LCSW is a psychotherapist in private practice in Stapleton. She works with couples and individuals. She can be reached at 720-949-1194

NEIGHBORHOOD AUTO REPAIR

ASE Certified Mechanics for All Makes Including:

Audi
Volvo
Volkswagen

SPORT CARS

303-286-7080
Shuttle Service or Loaner Available
Discount Prices on Labor & Parts
5565 E. 52nd Ave.

In Business Since 1981

View our pre-owned cars at www.sportscarscolorado.com
When you don’t have your health – the federal government makes sure that you have nothing.

By Nancy A. Burkhard

Political polls have shown that healthcare is this year’s Number 1 issue for candidates at every level from city and state offices to seats in Congress and the Oval Office. Yet, those hoping to renew or aspiring to Congressional spots have yet to take on the task of restructuring Social Security management to offer citizens a realistic resource for those times when illness or injury yanks them away from employment.

My father used to say, “If you have your health, you have everything.” I didn’t realize that when you don’t have your health, the federal government makes sure that you have nothing.

At the age of 59, I was diagnosed with lymphoma, a cancer that is curable, but that can be economically fatal. In the beginning, my doctors were unsure of what the outcome would be for me. I spent three months in the hospital, followed by six months at home alone. I was so weak that just getting out of the chair and to the bathroom, using a walker, was difficult. I had groceries only because a remarkably faithful friend brought them to me. I only left the house to go to the hospital for chemotherapy treatments to the doctor’s office.

Four months into the cancer catastrophe I was able to scrape together enough brain power to do a lengthy telephone interview with Social Security Disability (SSD) in the hope of attaining benefits so that I could live. I had gone through every cent I had earned in my nearly 60 years of life and 47 years of employment, with Social Security Disability (SSD) in the hope of attaining benefits so that I could live. I had gone through every cent I had earned in my nearly 60 years of life and 47 years of employment, including IRAs. Two months later and exactly the day after the deadline for turning in all my paperwork, SSD denied my claim. I appealed SSD’s decision with the approval of my doctor, who said he had no idea how on earth they could deny my application for help if they had read his notes. I dutifully again included his notes in the appeal package.

Two months later, I returned home to Colorado to further my health care. I moved without an answer from SSD. Once in Colorado, I called again. I was told my application would be moved to SSD’s Colorado health board. The movement of appeal papers then took place expeditiously. I contacted U.S. Representative Diana DeGette (D-CO) to request that SSD expedite my appeal. Four months later, I still had no answer – and no money to live on. In January, my appeal was denied.

If it were not for friends who have been there for me with emotional, physical and financial aid, I would be living out of my car. The really sad news is that I am not alone. In fact, there are many people who are living in their cars or depending on homelessness because SSD has utilized their lack of management abilities to put off awarding benefits to people who have worked all their lives and deserve the help. SSD staff regularly denies claims in the hope that the applicants will give up and not appeal the decision.

I only can hope that there are enough people running for Congress and state legislatures this year who have had their lives impacted by Social Security Disability’s negative decisions for their friends and/or family members, and who will act to put change into the way SSD does business. SSD is an embarrassment to our federal government and does not reflect the quality of life United States citizens have been trained to expect.

When you work all your life to support yourself and your family and you pay taxes into a system that supposedly is designed to care of you when circumstances beyond your control knock you down, there is no excuse for that system to treat you without dignity and respect. There is no reason for anyone to be put out on the street without food and without a home before they can attain the benefits to which they contributed.

This isn’t about adding tax money to the system. This is about mending a broken system and making it work. I am sure the result will prove to be less costly than the tortured process in existence today. Hopefully, this year’s political candidates will have the courage to take on the Social Security Disability giant and give us a system with results.

Nancy Burkhard is a cancer survivor and a writer. She can be reached at nk DKD@comcast.net.

Editors Note: This is the first in a series of regular editorials on a variety of topics. Email Tom Gleason at TGleason@Stapleton Denver.com with proposed column, which can be up to 650 words.
Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis
One Mom’s Quest To Help Find a Cure
By Kristen Rasmussen

On July 20, 2008, I’m going to do something that just a short time ago I never could have imagined – run a half marathon! I’ve joined Team Challenge, a training and fundraising program of the Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation of America. Over the past four months, I’ve been training to run 13.1 miles in the Napa to Sonoma Wine Country Half Marathon which raises money to find a cure for Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis.

These diseases are painful, chronic conditions that affect over 1.4 million Americans, many under the age of 18. My husband was diagnosed with ulcerative colitis over thirteen years ago, shortly after we were married. So far, his disease has been fairly benign with long periods of remission. I was given the same diagnosis a year later, but my experience has been different. The intensity of the symptoms I experienced during pregnancy, along with the bone loss I suffered as a side-effect of the medications I had to take, led to my difficult decision to not have another baby. We also worry that we have passed on a genetic disposition for this disease to our child.

My daughter is now six, and I cringe to think that so many of her childhood memories of me could be filled with images of my illness and my inability to have fun with her. As miserable as the disease has been for me, however, I can only imagine what it must be like to have Crohn’s or ulcerative colitis as a child, and that’s why I’m writing this.

Try to remember how self-conscious you were as a child or as a teenager. Think about how hard it would be to suffer from a painful disease with many embarrassing symptoms at this vulnerable age. I am running in support of one of these great kids, Audrey, my honoree teammate, is a beautiful 8 year old who was diagnosed with Crohn’s at age 2.

In honor of Audrey and everyone else suffering from these diseases, my goals are to raise $3,500 for the Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation and to reach the finish line in this half-marathon. Donations can be made online at: www.active.com/donate/napaftr/rockymountain/krasrasm

Kristen Rasmussen and her husband and daughter are Stapleton residents. Kristen can be reached at kris ten2366@gmail.com

A mountain of recycling was brought in for Stapleton’s Recycle It event on May 31.

By Justin Ruo

You read it correctly!! With the help of local companies Techno Rescue, and Pedro’s Planet, we were able to keep over 12 tons of ‘goods’ out of landfills and garages and most importantly, our landfills.

Stapleton’s 3rd Annual Recycle It Day a 25,000 lb. Success

Free 7 Day Fitness Trial!

Stapleton’s Fitness Center

Get

in

20

Fitness Memberships for only $30/Month!

BLADIUM SPORTS CLUB

www.bladium.com

2400 Central Park Blvd

Denver, CO 80238

Stapleton Front Porch
DPL Offers A Wealth of Resources to Parents

The Denver Public Library offers a wealth of resources for parents to encourage their children to read. Following are some of the DPL websites:

• Subscribe to DPL newsletters for parents to promote children’s reading
• Register for DPL summer reading program
• Register for DPL summer reading program
• Early literacy information – the importance of starting early http://read.denverlibrary.org
• Statistics on how reading level correlates to wages http://www.trelease-on-reading.com/ets_wages.html
• Resources for parents to promote children’s reading http://kids.denverlibrary.org/grownups/index.cfm
• Reviews of recommended children’s books searchable by topic http://read.denverlibrary.org
• Register for DPL summer reading program
• Register for DPL summer reading program
• Early literacy information – the importance of starting early http://read.denverlibrary.org
• Statistics on how reading level correlates to wages http://www.trelease-on-reading.com/ets_wages.html
• Resources for parents to promote children’s reading http://kids.denverlibrary.org/grownups/index.cfm
• Reviews of recommended children’s books searchable by topic http://read.denverlibrary.org

Westerly Creek & Bill Roberts Schools School Registration for New Residents

Stapleton residents new to the Westerly Creek and William “Bill” Roberts K-8 Schools will register their students for the 2008-2009 school year from 9:00 a.m. to noon on Friday, August 1.

New students who have moved into the area during the summer will need their original birth certificates, immunization records and proof of residence. A mortgage statement/document or notarized lease agreement can be used.

Westerly Creek will register grades Kindergarten through 2nd, while William “Bill” Roberts will register Kindergarten through 8th grade.

If students already have registered at one of these two schools, there is no need to call or attend this registration.

Colorado Ranks Low in Education Funding

By Jodi Maturo

A look at Colorado’s national ranking in education funding highlights the necessity of fundraising in order to have quality public schools in Colorado.

• Colorado public school funding lags behind the national average by $1,034 per student.
• The state ranks 38th in student to teacher ratios.
• Colorado is 43rd in the US for state expenditures on K-12 schooling as a percent of state taxable income.
• The state is 41st in the US for overall technology in K-12 school systems.

With limited state funding, Colorado parents need to help fill the gap between what their local schools need and the public funds that are available.

“Statistics from GreatEducation.org

Jodi Maturo is a Denver resident with three children. Her oldest child is currently enrolled in a DPS school.

July 12 Fundraiser at Aviator Pool

Westerly Creek Elementary Seeks Community Support

By Jodi Maturo

The Westerly Creek Elementary PTA will hold a fundraising kick-off party at Aviator pool on Saturday, July 12 to educate the community about their plans for the upcoming year. Westerly Creek has been working with the faculty at Bromwell, a DPS school, to plan an event to make their plans for the upcoming year. Westerly Creek has been working with the faculty at Bromwell, a DPS school, to plan an event to make their plans for the upcoming year. A big key to Bromwell’s success has been tremendous community support, specifically through financial donations and parent involvement,” says Tina Turner, WCE PTA President. “We especially need parents of preschoolers and toddlers to understand that they are helping build the foundation for their child’s future school. A donation of just a couple hundred dollars today is a big savings over the cost of a private school in years to come. With direct giving WCE gets 100% of the proceeds and it’s fully tax-deductible for the donor.

Westerly Creek has a whopping $100,000 deficit for the upcoming school year. The money raised is needed to achieve the following goals:

• Improve student-teacher ratios by having paraprofessionals in every classroom.
• Add an art program not provided in the DPS budget.
• Implement a 3-year technology improvement plan to give students computer access.
• Fill several empty library shelves with books.
• Purchase additional classroom materials and programs for students.

The July 12th event at Aviator pool starts at 6:30 and is open to the public. The price is $12/advance purchase and $15/at the door. Email Jodi Maturo at Maturofamily@mcom.com to purchase advance tickets. Donations can be made at www/westerlycreekpta.com.

Jodi Maturo is a Denver resident for four years and is a member of the Westerly Creek Elementary PTA. She can be reached at maturofamily@mcom.com.

EXERCISE RESEARCH STUDY

To participate in this study you must be:

• a woman or man generally in good health
• 30 – 55 years of age
• Not lifting weights regularly but willing to start

Eligible women and men will receive at no cost:

• Health screening tests
• A personalized and supervised exercise program

We are looking to do the pilot phase of a study to see if we can impact muscle and bone changes in older adults. The participants will be assessed using a variety of methods that include a detailed medical history, bone density scan, blood work, bone density test, and blood tests. Women and men who qualify will undergo a comprehensive evaluation for 9 months at no monetary funding. Participants will be given bi-weekly assessments of their progress.

This study is funded by the National Institutes of Health.

Money compensation provided.

Participants can:

• Receive a comprehensive health assessment
• Have the opportunity to participate in a supervised exercise program

Interested? Please contact Marsha at Wendy Kohrt, PhD -ww.hilarysilvertherapy.com: 720.848.6461-720.848.6461

COMIRB #06-0769

Stapleton’s first choice for wellness: Acupuncture Chiropractic Massage Therapy

Our skilled and nurturing practitioners specialize in:

• Pain management
• Weight loss
• Women’s health
• Preventive healthcare

3051 Realyn St. Suite 120
(Stapleton Medical Office Building)
303.355.0363
WWW.NBSTapleton.com
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• too much stuff
• piles of mail and paperwork
• moldy papers, old documents
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Call Deanna for a FREE assessment: you have nothing to lose...but the clutter!

720.2.7352

deanna@home-simplified.com
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The Sand Creek Regional Greenway is a nearly 14-mile public greenway, connecting the High Line Canal in Aurora near Tower Road and Colfax Avenue, with the South Platte River Greenway in Commerce City. The Sand Creek trail has been developed as a unique metro area partnership between Denver, Commerce City and Aurora. Currently, the Commerce City portion of the trail – from just west of Quebec to the South Platte – is entirely unused, except for a short stretch that should be completed this year. The Aurora portion of the trail – starting near Peoria – is almost entirely unpaved, soft surface. Because this is the only unpaved trail in Aurora, the City plans to keep this portion of the trail in its more natural condition.

The Denver portion of the trail, which runs through Stapleton roughly from Peoria to Quebec, is currently unpaved. The long-term plan for the Sand Creek Greenway has always called for this central portion of the trail to include parallel paved (concrete) and unpaved (crusher fines) trails. This past year the Sand Creek Board identified this project as one of its near-term priorities.

The Sand Creek Greenway trail provides a unique metro area partnership between the Denver portion. The Partnership hopes to complete fundraising efforts for the completion of parallel trails through the Denver portion. The Partnership will seek the bulk of these funds through application for various foundation grants and state and federal trail grants. Individuals, businesses, and local non-governmental organizations will also be approached for contributions. The Partnership hopes to complete fundraising within the next year, and have the parallel trails constructed within two years. However, for any such fundraising effort to be successful there is a need to demonstrate grassroots, community support.

At its May meeting, the SUN Board approved a contribution of $500 to the Sand Creek parallel trails project. Residents who would like more information about the Sand Creek Greenway or who would like to add their support to this project should contact the Sand Creek Regional Greenway Partnership at 303-468-3260 or www.sandcreekgreenway.org. Contributions can be sent to SSCRG, 7350 E. 29th Avenue, Suite 300, Denver, CO 80238.
**Stapleton MCA Events**

### Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Claim Issues? Insurance Denials?</td>
<td>303-322-1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful House Painting, Simply Done</td>
<td>303-322-1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Washing</td>
<td>303-320-1297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofer</td>
<td>303-322-1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handyman</td>
<td>303-322-1399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KIDS ADOPTION**

### Kids ADOPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denver County Adoption</td>
<td>303-322-1399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stapleton MCA Members**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:Karen@lambifund.org">Karen@lambifund.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.F. Bacher Construction LLC</td>
<td>303-553-3570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinds, Shades, Shutters Design Services</td>
<td>303-565-9195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Construction Additional</td>
<td>303-565-9195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Improvements</td>
<td>303-565-9195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen Remodel, 8th Room</td>
<td>303-565-9195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Lampi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAPLETON MCA</td>
<td>303-322-1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stapleton MCA</td>
<td>303-322-1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For More Information:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Stapleton MCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303-322-1399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Serving coffee, tea & crepes in a kid-friendly environment

pandpcoffee.com
303-399-1942 • 237 3 Central Park Blvd #103
Open M-F 6:30am - 6pm, Sat. 7am - 6pm, Sun. 8am - 3pm

Now Offering Classes!
Visit our website for classes & schedule

Basement Finishing
Professional Results
Design and Build
Licensed/Insured
Excellent References
303.596.6876

Tranquility Tans
Special Offers
No Contract Required
Buy 5 sessions in any bed, Get 1 FREE
Buy 1 Month of unlimited tanning, Get 1 FREE
303.316.3339
7505 E 35th Ave, Denver

Pet Valet
303.832.1985

Your Partner in
HEALTH

Your Family is Our Priority
We want our patients to know that we listen and we care. Each practitioner and team member participates in an ongoing part of our family practice and getting to know our patients helps us provide more personal, individualized care. We offer:

- Same Day Appointments
- Family Medicine and Primary Care
- Pediatrics and Newborn Care
- Women’s Health Care
- Management of Acute and Chronic Diseases
- School and Sports Physicals

303.596.6876

Save Thousands! 12% off up to $4,000 on a Custom Sunroom, Gazebo or Sunscreening:
Professional Results
Licensed/Insured
Excellent References

Kathy Wall, MS, NP
Stapleton Family Acupuncture Medicine
Stapleton Front Porch
7505 E 35th Ave, Denver, Colorado
303-403-5300

Summer Concerts Appeal to All Ages

Above: Antoinette Jackson, singer with the band Funkiphino, entertains the crowd at the first summer 2008 concert on the Green at Stapleton. Future Stapleton concerts are listed on page 2, future Northfield concerts are listed on page 11.

Top left: David Lamb and his son John, 4, play together between sets at the first Concert on the Green.

Lower left: Staci and Rick Amend enjoy watching their 3-year-old daughter Clementine dance during the Funkiphino Concert on the Green.

Personal and reliable pet care for your peace of mind
FREE DOG WALK
With purchase of 5 or more walks.

Selling coffee, tea & crepes in a kid-friendly environment

pandpcoffee.com
303-399-1942 • 2373 Central Park Blvd #103
Open M-F 6:30am - 6pm, Sat. 7am - 6pm, Sun. 8am - 3pm

Basement Finishing

Hardware Upgrades
Glass Door Cabinets
Backsplash Tile Design
New Countertop Solutions
Color Consultations
Full Remodels
New Construction Services
303-915-1532
donnie@kitchenolutions.com

Tranquility Tans
Special Offers
No Contract Required
Buy 5 sessions in any bed, Get 1 FREE
Buy 1 Month of unlimited tanning, Get 1 FREE
303.316.3339
7505 E 35th Ave, Denver

Pet Valet
303.832.1985
Above: Farmers market visitors can not only buy the week’s fresh produce, they can buy a wide variety of local homemade items, and linger on the Green for a meal. The Stapleton Farmers Market is open from 8:30am till 12:30pm every Sunday through September. Ready made food options to eat while shopping vary from week to week, but may include tamales, burritos, pork sandwiches, crepas, bakery items and waffles. Vendors also offer flowers, nuts, meats, pasta, bread, pet treats, candles, soaps and other items.

Above right: Bonnie Prather (background) sells fresh produce from the Palizzi Farms stand.

Lower right: Alex Leon prepares a crepe at the Colorado Crepes Company stand.

I Will Sell Your Home in 88 Days or I Will Sell it for FREE Guaranteed!

- Free Home Analysis. Visit - www.stapletonhousevalues.com
- Buy from me & your home is guaranteed for 18mo. or I will buy it back for cash
- Ask me how my team of 8 provides the best possible service
- Go with an agent that guarantees your home sold quick & for top dollar!

When it comes to selling your home, go with the realtor that guarantees your home SOLD fast!

Jeff Gadd • 720-231-2509
www.yourdenverhometeam.com
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**SHORTLINE HYUNDAI**

**2008 Accent**

$2,500 due at signing, 36 months, plus tax, title, and license. w/a.c. dealer retains all rebates.

---

**0% Financing**

**OR**

**$3,000**

**Monthly Payment $119.00**

---

**2008 Sonata**

$2,500 due at signing, 36 months, plus tax, title, and license. w/a.c. dealer retains all rebates. Offer available on maroon stock only.

---

**Monthly Payment $129.00**

---

500 S. Havana • 888-662-9977

**SHORTLINE SUZUKI**

**2008 SX4 Sedan**

**Monthly Payment $239.00**

---

**2007 XL7**

America’s #1 Warranty™

---

**Way of Life!**

---

500 S. Havana • 888-670-3377

**2008 Grand Vitara**

$2,500 due at signing, 36 months, plus tax, title, and license, w/a.c. dealer retains all rebates.

---

**Monthly Payment $239.00**

---

Need Credit Help? Call 888-594-6655 or log on to FixYourCarCredit.com

**Home of the 3-Year, 100,000 Mile Used Car Warranty**

---

**SHORTLINEonline.com • www.SHORTLINEonline.com • www.SHORTLINEonline.com • www.SHORTLINEonline.com **